The Western South Slavic Contrast Sn. *sah-ni-ti* // SC *sah-nu-ti*

Prispevek na novo ocenjuje tradicionalno razlago za "svojevrsen razvoj" prasloavskih glago- 
lov II. razreda z aristi, in/ali nedožično pripomo *-no-*, ki so izprčani v srežl. kot *schnjoti* 'sah-
mnega, da je pripoma *-ni-*, izpodminila *-no-*, avtor dokazuje, da je smiselno izhajati iz prasloavsko-
ke razlike *-no-*/-*ny-* (< zgodnjeprasloavsko inovativno *-nû-n* || arhaično *-nû-*), ki je po vsej 
verjetnosti iz časa pred slovanskimi selitvami. Ta razlika je potovala s Slovani, ki so poselili zaho-
dnojužnoslovenska in zahodnoslovenska področja med 5. do 8. stoletjem, zaradi nje pa je v nasled-
jnjih stoletjih nastalo tekmovanje med dvema različnima jezikovnima oblikama.

The paper reexamines the traditional explanation for the "idiosyncratic development" of the 
Common Slavic Class II verbs with the aorist and/or infinitive suffix *-no-*, attested in OCS *schnjoti* 'dry', P *schnjac*, R *soxnut*, SC *sohnuti*, but in Slovenian as *sahniti*. Rather than proceeding 
from the assumption that the *-no-* type was replaced by *-ni-* , the author demonstrates that it is 
reasonable to depart from a Common Slavic dialect difference *-no-*/-*ny-* (< Early Common Slav-
ic innovative *-nû-n* || arhaično *-nû-*) , which probably had its origin in the period before the 
Slavic Migrations. This variation was transported with the Slavs who colonized the Western South 
Slavic and West Slavic territories in the 400–700s and in turn gave rise to sociolinguistic competi-
tion between the alternatives in the following centuries.

**0.0 Introduction**

Slovenian stands out among the Slavic standard languages by its peculiar reflexes 
of the Common Slavic Class II verbs. Other modern Slavic languages have verbs that 
corr respond directly to the Old Church Slavonic (and Common Slavic) conjugation type 
with the aorist and/or infinitive suffix *-no-*, e.g., OCS *schnjoti* 'dry', P *schnjac*, R *sox-
nut*, SC *sohnuti*, etc. But Slovenian shows an idiosyncratic development of *-no-* to *-ni-* 
in the infinitive stem (so Priestly 1993: 419), cf. Sn. *sahniti* dry; see figure 1.

**Figure 1. The conjugation of *ni*- and *i*- verbs in Slovenian and Serbo-Croatian**

|             | Verbs in *ni*- || *nu-** | Verbs in *i*- || *i-** |
|-------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Pres. lsg.  | *sah-n-e-m*     | *sah-n-e-m*     | *bran-i-m*     | *bran-i-m*     |
| Pres. 3pl.  | *sah-n-ej-o*    | *sah-n-ú*      | *bran-ij-o*    | *bran-ë*      |
| Pres. ptcl. | *sah-n-oč*      | *sah-nû-ci*     | *bran-e-ç*     | *bran-e-ç*     |
| Impv.       | *sah-n-i*       | *sah-n-i*      | *bran-i*       | *bran-i*       |
| Inf.        | *sah-ni-ti*     | *sah-nu-ti*     | *bran-i-ti*    | *bran-i-ti*    |
| l-form      | *sah-ni-l*      | *sah-nu-o*     | *bran-i-l*     | *bran-i-o*     |
| Past ptcl.  | *sah-ni-vši*   | *(u-)sah-nû-vši* | *bran-i-vši*  | *bran-i-vši*   |
| Past pass. ptcl. | *(u-)sah-nj-en-ø* | *(u-)sah-nû-t-ø* | *branj-en-ø*  | *branje-n-ø*  |

1 The research reported in this paper was first presented at a symposium on “Dialectology
This peculiarity, of course, has been noted long ago, and the “idiosyncratic development” that gave rise to it has been explained as a simple analogy with the verbs of Class IV, e.g., braniti ‘defend’. But perhaps because of the simplicity of this explanation this unique change has rarely been viewed in a perspective that would allow its integration into a wider context of Slavic diachronic linguistics. In fact, as I aim to show in this paper, it is only recently that it has become possible to examine and account for it in such a perspective.

In the following pages, after a preliminary definition of its Common Slavic background, I will characterize the problem that is posed by the modern Slovenian conjugational type of sahniti by reviewing the most recent relevant scholarship on the topic (section 1). Next I will restate the “idiosyncratic development” and show how it fits in with data from other Slavic languages (section 2). Finally I will demonstrate how this hypothetical, wider perspective is justified and suggest that it is appropriate to apply it also to other Slavic data (section 3).

0.1 Leskien’s Classes II and IV

In August Leskien’s classification, the Common Slavic Class II defines thematic verbs with a present tense formed with the suffix *-n-e/-o-. Two subclasses are distinguished, subclass II.1, which comprises only the verb stati ‘stand up’, and subclass II.2, verbs that have an infinitive stem formed with the suffix *-nq-. These, in turn, fall into two subtypes, verbs with a vocalic root and nasal suffixes in all forms (mineqti ‘pass’, II. 2.a) and verbs with a consonantal root and nasal suffixes only in the present tense, in the other parts of the paradigm that are built on the present tense stem, and in the infinitive (dvignqti ‘move’, II.2.b); see Leskien 1910 [1990]: 149–52, Vaillant 1966: 223–60; cf. figure 2.
Class IV, characterized by the present tense suffix -i-, has two subtypes, with aorist suffixes -ë- (mënëti ‘think’, Class IV.1) and -i- (branciti ‘defend’, Class IV.2), respectively.

The abridged paradigms are given here to facilitate identification of the points of morphological similarity between the two classes.

**Figure 2. Leskien’s Classes II and IV in Old Church Slavonic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Class II.1</th>
<th>Class II.2.a</th>
<th>Class II.2.b</th>
<th>Class IV.1</th>
<th>Class IV.2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pres. 3sg.</td>
<td>sta-n-e-ta</td>
<td>mi-n-e-ta</td>
<td>dvig-n-e-ta</td>
<td>mën-i-ta</td>
<td>bran-i-ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pres. 3pl.</td>
<td>sta-n-Q-ta</td>
<td>mi-n-Q-ta</td>
<td>dvig-n-Q-ta</td>
<td>mën-Q-ta</td>
<td>bran-Q-ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impf. 1sg.</td>
<td>sta-ë-aX-a</td>
<td>mi-ë-aX-a</td>
<td>dvig-ë-aX-a</td>
<td>mën-ë-aX-a</td>
<td>bran-ë-aX-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impv.</td>
<td>sta-i</td>
<td>mi-i</td>
<td>dvig-i</td>
<td>mën-i</td>
<td>bran-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf.</td>
<td>sta-ti</td>
<td>mi-nQ-ti</td>
<td>dvig-nQ-ti</td>
<td>mën-Q-ti</td>
<td>bran-ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aor. 1sg.</td>
<td>sta-ë-ta</td>
<td>mi-nQ-ta</td>
<td>dvig-ë-ta</td>
<td>mën-ë-ta</td>
<td>bran-ë-ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past act. ptcpl.</td>
<td>sta-ë-ë</td>
<td>mi-nQ-ë</td>
<td>dvig-ë-ë</td>
<td>mën-ë-ë</td>
<td>bran-ë-ë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res. ptcpl.</td>
<td>sta-l-ta</td>
<td>mi-nQ-l-ta</td>
<td>dvig-l-ta</td>
<td>mën-l-ta</td>
<td>bran-l-ta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past pass. ptcpl.</td>
<td>mi-nov-ë-ta</td>
<td>dvig-ë-ta</td>
<td>mën-ë-ta</td>
<td>bran-ë-ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 0.2 The infinitive suffix LCS *-nq-

In reconstructions of Common Slavic, the aorist and/or infinitive suffix OCS *-nq- of subtype II.2 verbs is traditionally projected directly into the past as LCS *-nq-, although its nasal vowel is recognized as somewhat problematic: its presumed Proto-Indo-European source is *-new- (cf. Meillet 1934 [1964]: 216, Beekes 1995: 231, 257). Most scholars follow Endzelin in pointing to the occasional lexical doublets in Slavic with ū and secondary ţ (such as OCS nuditi || nqditii force, PS NAUD-). Most of these have a syllable-initial nasal consonant to which the secondary nasalization can be ascribed, just as the suffix -nq-. These well-known attested doublets might suggest the possible existence of an earlier LCS *-nu-. But most scholars refrain from speculating on the precise phonetic path from PIE *-new- to LCS *-nq- (cf. Endzelin 1912: 370–372; Stang 1942: 56–57; Arumaa 1964: 131; Shevelov 1965: 320; Vaillant 1966: 230; Sławski 1974: 44; Lamprecht 1987: 104).4


As we shall see, this last question is not immaterial to the account proposed below (section 2).

---

4 Earlier, Miklosich had posited a change (CS) *-nav- > *-nq-, pointing to the prevocalic allophonic of the suffix in mi-nov-en-s, etc. (1875 [1926]: 429). Brugmann, on the other hand, proposed a morphological explanation for the nasal vowel in this suffix (Grundriss II/1: 322); cf. Ivšić 1970b: 260–61.
As we shall see, this last question is not immaterial to the account proposed below (section 2).

1.0. Sn. d. sah-no-ti \( \Rightarrow \) st. sah-ni-ti, d. sah-ni-ti \( \Rightarrow \) st. sah-nu-ti

Specialists in the dialectology of the South Slavic languages are familiar with the regional variation in the infinitive (and 1-form) suffix exemplified in the heading of this section and acknowledge the variant Class I1 suffix in Sn. sah-ni-ti, SC d. sah-ni-ti as characteristic not only of standard Slovenian and most Slovenian dialects, but also of much of the western portion of the Croatian-Bosnian-Serbian language area.

As mentioned, the origin of the -ni- suffix has traditionally been considered unproblematic. Nahtigal's laconic statement, “in Slovenian, the Class II class marker -nq- changed to -ni- by analogy with Class IV ...” (1961: 249) expresses the general consensus; cf. also Miklošich 1875 [1926]: 424, Ramovš 1952: 149, Bajec et al. 1973: 222. Vaillant did not subscribe to this standard explanation (see below), but he still considered it “not surprising that these languages remade the theme in -nq- (-nu-, -no-), isolated as it was from the present tense in -ne.” (1966: 259).

It is only recently that the relation of the “idiosyncratic” Western South Slavic -ni- to Sn. d. -no- and SC st. -nu- has been described and clarified in detail.

1.1 The modern state of affairs

A few years ago Rado Lenček surveyed the relevant dialectological literature in order to (i) determine the geographical distribution of -ni- verbs in Western South Slavic and (ii) shed light on the analogical processes through which Class II verbs (with LCS *-nq-) might have metamorphosed into Class IV verbs (with Sn., SC d. -ni-) in this area. Lenček's extremely valuable study (1984–1985) convincingly establishes two sets of findings from which significant conclusions can be drawn.

First, his comprehensive survey of the relevant, published dialect research enabled Lenček to define the rather uneven geographical distribution of -ni- verbs in Slovenian and Serbo-Croatian and to trace an isogloss that cuts across the Serbo-Croatian language territory and separates a western area with -ni- verbs from an eastern one that has only -nu- verbs. The isogloss is sketched in (2).

(2) The -ni- \( \Rightarrow \) -nu- isogloss runs from the Adriatic coast near Ston on Pelješac to the mouth of the river Neretva, up the Neretva past Mostar, across through Sarajevo to Žepče on the river Bosna, west to Banja Luka, down the river Vrbas to the Sava, up the Sava to its confluence with the Drina; then north bisecting Srem, crossing the Danube west of Novi Sad, on through Vojvodina, through northwestern and northern Bačka ..., across the river Tisa, eastward into northern and northeastern Banat (Lenček 1984–1985: 397–398).

The western territory this isogloss delimits includes the larger and smaller areas mentioned in (3).

(3) (a) Slovenian (with the exception of Rezija in the west and Eastern Styria and Prekmurje in the northeast, which have the regular reflex -no- of LCS *-nq-);
(b) a few peripheral kajkavian dialects which have had strong historical contacts with Slovenian (but not the main kajkavian territory, which has -nu-);
(c) ikavian štokavian and čakavian dialects in western Istria, in Gorski Kotar, the Lika basin, and Gacko Polje;
(d) the dialects of Senj and the Ravni Kotari south of Velebit;
(e) the islands Vrgada, Lastovo, Dugi Otok, Vis (but not Rab and Brač);
(f) western Bosnia and portions of western Hercegovina;
(g) western Slavonia, parts of Posavina and Podravina;
(h) western Srem, southern Baranja, western and northern Bačka, northern Banat;
(i) the outlier dialects of Gallipoli and Molise (Lenček 1985: 397).

Secondly, Lenček determined the geographical variation in the conjugation of -ni- verbs in these areas. He identified six local or regional patterns on the basis of the formation of the present tense (-n-e- or -n-i-) and of the past passive participle (in -ni-en-, -ni-t-, or -nu-t-) (398). The main forms are displayed in figure 3.

**Figure 3. The conjugation of -ni- verbs in Serbo-Croatian**

Six regional and local patterns. Categories with variant forms are underscored.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
<th>(d)</th>
<th>(e)</th>
<th>(f)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inf.</td>
<td>-ni-</td>
<td>-ni-</td>
<td>-ni-</td>
<td>-ni-</td>
<td>-ni-</td>
<td>-ni-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l-form</td>
<td>-ni-</td>
<td>-ni-</td>
<td>-ni-</td>
<td>-ni-</td>
<td>-ni-</td>
<td>-ni-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>-n-e-</td>
<td>-n-e-</td>
<td>-n-e-</td>
<td>-n-i-</td>
<td>-n-i-</td>
<td>-n-i-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impv.</td>
<td>-n-i-</td>
<td>-n-i-</td>
<td>-n-i-</td>
<td>-n-i-</td>
<td>-n-i-</td>
<td>-n-i-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. p. p.</td>
<td>-n-en-</td>
<td>-n-i-t-</td>
<td>-n-u-t-</td>
<td>-n-en-</td>
<td>-n-i-t-</td>
<td>-n-u-t-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The approximate geographical distribution of these conjugational patterns can be defined as in (4).

(4) Pattern (a): Slovenia and western Istria; pattern (b): Gorski Kotar and Žumberak in historically mixed čakavian-štoka-vian-kajkavian dialects; pattern (c): Lika, Senj, Dalmatia, western Bosnia, štokavian dialects in Posavina, most of Podravina, Srem, Bačka, Baranja, Banat; patterns (d)–(f): štokavianized parts of old kajkavian and čakavian areas in Gorski Kotar, on Dugi Otok, in Posavina, and Slavonska Požega.

These findings enabled Lenček to draw two conclusions regarding the historical development of the -ni- verbs.

The first conclusion is that there was no single analogical process by which the -ni- verbs developed. It is reasonable to suppose that the most recent change was the change in the present tense from -e- conjugation in patterns (a)–(c) to -i- conjugation in patterns (d)–(f). This correlates with the geographical contiguity between patterns (d)–(f) and (b) and (c). Lenček assumes that the initial step in this process was a remaking of the past passive participle by analogy with the Class IV verbs (I will examine this assumption in section 2.1; contrast Vaillant 1966: 259), and he tentatively posits one conceivable course of development that would illustrate the remaining steps (400); see figure 4.
Figure 4. The hypothetical analogical development of types (a) and (d) in figure 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
<th>Stage 3</th>
<th>Stage 4</th>
<th>Stage 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LCS d.</td>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>(d)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inf.</td>
<td>*dvig-nu-ti</td>
<td>*dvig-nu-ti</td>
<td>*dvig-nu-ti</td>
<td>dvig-ni-ti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l-form</td>
<td>*dvig-nu-l-h</td>
<td>*dvig-nu-l</td>
<td>*dvig-ni-l</td>
<td>dvig-ni-l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pres.</td>
<td>*dvig-n-e-</td>
<td>*dvig-n-e-</td>
<td>*dvig-n-e-</td>
<td>dvig-n-e-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impv.</td>
<td>*dvig-n-i</td>
<td>*dvig-n-i</td>
<td>*dvig-n-i</td>
<td>dvig-n-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. p. p.</td>
<td>*dvig-n-5</td>
<td>*dvig-n-5</td>
<td>*dvig-n-5</td>
<td>*dvig-n-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The second conclusion Lenček draws from his findings is that the -ni- patterns did not arise at first in a single center of innovation from which they subsequently diffused. He shows that the attested geographical distribution implies (i) that -ni- patterns arose in three focal areas – in the Eastern Alps (for Slovenian), west of the Neretva River (ikavian štokavian dialects) and somewhere in the northeastern part of the -ni- territory (in ekavian štokavian dialects) – and (ii) that subsequent massive interaction, mixing, and fusion of earlier stages of related dialects spread the -ni- formations far beyond the areas where they originated (400).

1.2 The putative change from LCS *-na- to Sn., SC d. -ni-

Lenček's study is very successful in establishing the geographical distribution of conjugation patterns with -ni- and -nu- in Western South Slavic, but its conclusions do not shed much light on the origin and development of these patterns.

Lenček admits that the sequence of changes suggested in figure 4 “does not seem to be clear at all.” In fact it is hard to see any motivation for the crucial first step in the sequence, the new past passive participle formation of (a) and (d). Worse yet, whereas the chain of innovations in figure 4 is supposed to explain the development of patterns (a) and (d), there is no similar explanation for the other four -ni- verb patterns – (b) and (e), (c) and (f). In these, the past passive participle was not remade according to the assumed analogy with Class IV verbs, and so when the present tense was supposedly assimilated to that of Class IV verbs – as in patterns (e) and (f) – the past passive participles in -ni-t and -nu-t, with -t- rather than -en-, were actually morphological exceptions.

One would expect that if the Class IV participial formation was somehow important for the analogical development of -ni- forms in patterns (a) and (d), the absence of this crucial initial step and the retention of the formations in -ni-t and -nu-t would have precluded the development of -ni- forms in (b), (c), (e), and (f). Instead, Lenček’s findings demonstrate that the change in the past passive participle was not a necessary precondition for the development of most of the -ni- patterns.

Vaillant, in his discussion of the Slovenian and Serbo-Croatian -ni- verbs, pointed out that the remodeling of the past passive participle is not a sufficient condition for the development of -ni- verbs either: kajkavian dialects form the past passive participles of Class II verbs exactly like the neighboring Slovenian and štokavian dialects, but they have the suffix -nu- in the infinitive and l-form (1966: 259). Lenček’s findings – in particular the different conjugational patterns displayed in figure
3 – point to an entirely different conclusion, which Lenček did not draw, namely, that the development of -ni- forms in the infinitive and t-form of Class II verbs had nothing whatever to do with any changes in the past passive participle formation. This conclusion, which an unbiased observer would find directly indicated by the display in figure 3 is a basic premise for the exposition below.3

2.0 The Late Common Slavic variation *-ny- “-nq-

Sometimes it is useful to turn familiar things upside down in order to look at them from a fresh point of view. If we try to do this with the -no- || -ni- || -nu- variation, we discover that while it is difficult to imagine how or why LCS *-nq- might have changed to -ni- in Western South Slavic, the opposite change would be rather easy to understand. There is a consensus that the nasalization in LCS *-nq- is secondary; cf. section 0.2. And it is firmly established that LCS *q results from a merger of several Proto-Slavic nasal diphthongs, PS -UN-, -UN-, -AN-, -AN- (where N represents PS N and M) as in (5).

(5) LCS *gqba ‘lip’; ‘fungus’ (PS GUMBĀ-, Li. guñbas excrecence), *dQti – *dWmq ‘blow’ (PS DUM-TI, DUM-Ă-M, Li. důmiti), *byti – *bQdq ‘to be’ inf., lsg. future (PS BU-TEI, BU-N-D-Ă-M, cf. Lat. mori-bundus ‘dying’), *rQka ‘hand’ (PS RANKA-, Li. ranka), *pQto fetter (PS PANTA-, Li. pantis).

On the other hand, Sn. /i/ and SC /i/ are the regular reflexes of both LCS *i (PS I, EI) and *y, (PS U). Hence Western South Slavic -ni- and OCS -nQ- can be reconciled as LCS d. *-ny- || d. *-nQ- < ECS d. *-nū- || d. *-nū-n-, the former variant directly representing a PS -NÚ-, the latter showing the morphological and/or phonological change responsible for the “secondary nasalization.”

The PS -NÚ- is the zero grade of the PIE *-new- that appears in the past passive participle and verbal noun (LCS mi-nov-en-ă, mi-nov-en-șje), its length presumably analogical like that of the long alternant in Gk. deik-nü-mi, deik-nu-men ‘show’; lsg. lpl. (cf. Beekes 1995: 231, 256).

The “secondary nasalization” may have originated as (i) an extension of the characteristic Class II present stem *-n- to the aorist and/or infinitive stem. Or it may have originated as (ii) a progressive (left-to-right) nasalization of the vowel of ECS *-nū- to [-ň-] followed by a reinterpretation of the nasalized vowel as phonemically equivalent to ECS *ǎn. Such a reinterpretation could occur with or without a prior morphological identification of the nasal feature of the vowel with the present stem *-n-.

As mentioned in section 0.1, there are other sporadic examples in the Slavic languages of progressive vowel nasalization in Late Common Slavic. These sporadic phonetic alterations produce by-forms with u || q in different Slavic languages, and may well be younger than the monophthongization of oral diphthongs (ECS *au > *o); the Altaic borrowing LCS *xomqă in (1)(e) corroborates this (cf. Golab 1991: 402; Trubačev has a different interpretation, see 1974, s.v.). By contrast, judging by

---

3 Lenček’s attempt to explicate the relation between the supposed changes in the past passive participle and the infinitive of Class II verbs points up the fact that the historical development of the participial formation (LCS *-nov-en-ă > -nu-t- || -n-en- || -n-en-) is at least as poorly understood as that of the infinitive stem.
the wide geographical distribution of the LCS d. *-nq- suffix, the diversity LCS d. *-ny- || d. *-nq- most likely goes back to the period before the Slavic Migrations, that is, before the ECS *u > *y change and monophthongization of oral diphthongs, and thus represents ECS d. *-nu- || d. *-nú-n-. This speaks in favor of the first of the alternative explanations for the diversity, mentioned as (i) above, the morphological innovation ECS *-nu- > *-nu-n-.

This account not only offers a simple alternative to the explanatory morass the conjugational patterns in figure 3 would lead us into if we assumed -ni- forms are descended from LCS *-nq- forms. The account provides a key to understanding the second of Lenček's findings, his conclusion that there must have been three distinct centers of innovation (cf. section 1.1): far from having to assume three parallel, independent, local innovations with inscrutable motivation, we can hypothesize a single archaism, ECS *-nu- or LCS d. *-ny-, going back to the Pre-Migration period of Common Slavic and transported to several localities in Western South Slavic at the time of the Migrations. But what makes this reconstruction especially attractive is the fact that it allows us to link the Western South Slavic -ni- forms to corresponding forms reflecting LCS *-ny- in several West Slavic areas, which indicate exactly the same interpretation.

2.1 Upper Sorbian hasnyć "m. d. hasnuć

In standard Upper Sorbian, Class II verbs have infinitives, preterites (aorists), and l-forms with -ny-, e.g., sta-ny-ć, sta-ny-ch, sta-ny-l 'become'; has-ny-ć, has-ny-ch, has-ny-l 'extinguish'. In the Bautzen and Kamenz regions, the infinitive ending written -nyć is pronounced [-nć].

Upper Sorbian has an old dialect difference involving verbs in *-ny- || *-nq-. The northwestern (Catholic) Wittichenauer dialect has -ny- forms from the earliest attestations in the 1500s on. The dialects of the (Protestant) Bautzen and Löbau areas, by contrast, have -nu- forms in the 1500s and 1600s, but in texts from the 1700–1800s -nu- forms gradually completely yield to -ny- forms. This apparent morphic change, which generalizes -ny- spellings, probably to some extent was facilitated by the development of vowel reduction, which made the spellings with -ny-, which remain phonetically and phonemically motivated in the conservative northwestern dialects to this day, equally compatible with the more widespread pronunciation of the type [hasnć] both where this developed from hasnyć and where it developed from hasnuć extinguish; cf. Schuster-Sewc 1978: 447.

The early spelling differences in Sorbian and the modern testimony of the northwestern dialects of Upper Sorbian are unmistakable evidence of the older *-ny- || *-nq- diversity. It has been claimed that purely phonetic changes produced the forms in -ny- in Upper Sorbian (thus Tkačenko 1966: 236). But this unsupported claim is baseless. The explanation for the *-ny- || *-nq- diversity in the Upper Sorbian dialects is much more likely the same as in the case of Western South Slavic: some of the Slavs who colonized this area in the 500–600s spoke varieties of Common Slavic in which Class II verbs had the suffix *-ny-, whereas others used the suffix by-form *-nq-. This is not to say that the clear-cut dialect difference attested in Upper Sorbian in the 1500s directly correlates with the areas that these two groups of settlers colonized in the Early Middle Ages. It is more reasonable to sup-
pose that there was a *-ny- - *-nq- variation in many localities, probably for generations, perhaps even for centuries, before the tendency to establish uniform community norms resulted in the clear-cut areal distribution of *-ny- and *-nq- reflexes that is known to us from the last five centuries. I will return to this sociolinguistic perspective below (section 3.1).

2.2 Silesian d. kf'inyc' 'f'f kf'inuc'

In the Czech part of Upper Silesia there is a *-ny-/-*nq- isogloss that sets off the dialects around Jablunkov (P Jablonków), in the upper Olše valley (P Olza, a right tributary of the upper Oder River), from the more northerly areas downstream. The northern dialects have -nu- forms (e.g., sta-nu-ć, sta-ne-l 'become', zamk-nu-ć, zamk-nu-l, zamk-nu-t-y 'shut, lock'), but south of the isogloss, which cuts across the Olše about 5 km up-river from Trinec, Class II verbs have forms with -ny-, e.g., zamk-ny-ć, zamk-ny-l, zamk-ny-t-y (beside zamk-ń-ń-t-y); cf. Bělíč 1972: 113; Basara 1975: 14, map 1 (kf’inuc’, kf’inyc’).

Neither Bělíč nor Basara comments on the origin of the forms in -ny-. Bąk (1974: 14849) attempts to explain the krziknyć, siednyć sie, zamknyć forms he cites and speculates that their -ny- may contain the (denasalized) reflex of the virile gender plural l-form allomorph— in other words, that an earlier alternation zamknońć – zamknqy – zamknq – zamknqy – zamknqly (corresponding to st. zamknqi – zamknqiy) might have been leveled to zamknyć – zamknyy – zamknyyy – zamknyly. However, this idea is contrary to the direction of leveling attested in all other dialects where the vowel alternation in the l-form is eliminated: it is always leveled in favor of a singular alterant, that is, an allomorph associated with the unmarked number, which is in accordance with Mańczak’s laws of leveling (Mańczak 1957–1958, 1963). Besides, this attempt at an explanation ignores the past passive participle, which has lexicalized formations in -ny-t- in these dialects (e.g., o-puch-ny-t-y ‘bloated’), with no trace of the nasalization Bąk posits (which would have been reflected in a shape *-nton-).

What is more, Bąk’s hypothesis leaves unconsidered the geographical perspective, and the local character of this dialect feature, unexplained: the supposed innovation (if it were a plausible analogical change) could have occurred anywhere at all in the Polish language territory; but its supposed results are attested only in dialects spoken, until recently, in one of the most isolated parts of Silesia, in localities where it would not be surprising at all to find an archaism preserved.

There is no reason not to take these -ny- forms at face value. If we do, we can identify one more area that was apparently colonized (in part) by a group or groups of speakers of a Common Slavic *-ny- dialect.

2.3 Polabian vataknę́t 'vataknot

Despite the small number of Class II verbs in the corpus of Polabian that has come down to us, there is evidence of two distinct shapes of the infinitive suffix, one reflecting LCS *-ny- , the other, LCS *-nq-. There is a handful of Class II verbs with infinitives in *-nq-ti. They are cited in (6), each infinitive in a typical spelling form accompanied by the phonemic interpretation of Olesch (1983–1984, s.vv.) and by the corresponding Late Common Slavic reconstruction.
(6) (a) Saddargnlint ‘ripple (flax)’: sa-dargnqt, LCS *sədargnŋti; (b) Tangnunt ‘draw, stretch’, Wastangnunt ‘pull up’: vas-tqgnŋt, LCS *vəs-tqgnŋt; (c) Tweiggenunt ‘raise’: dvqgnŋt, LCS *dvqgnŋt; (d) Wattakenunt ‘put in’, Wastakenunt ‘put up’: va-, vas-taknŋt, LCS *və-, vəs-taknŋt; (e) Wamakenlunt ‘lock up’, Witmakenlunt ‘unlock’: va-, vit-maknŋt, LCS *və-, *vət-maknŋt; (f) Wurggenlunt ‘throw’: vqgnŋt, LCS *vərgŋnt.

Two of these verbs are attested with variant infinitive forms, (d) Watbakent ‘put in’ and (f) Wurggent ‘throw’, and one more verb is attested only with such an infinitive, (g) Waykent (Waykentin, Wajkent) ‘learn’. These forms are normalized vataknŋt, virqnŋt, vaiknŋt (Polanski and Sehnert 1967, s.vv.; Olesch 1983–1984, s.vv.). Since there is a fair amount of spelling variation in the corpus, it is important to mention that these variant forms are attested in the original manuscript draft of Christian Hennig von Jessen’s Vocabularium and hence cannot easily be dismissed as copying mistakes. They have to be viewed, rather, as an indication of dialect diversity among the speakers from whom Hennig von Jessen collected his data.

Olesch reconstructs the three variant Class I1 infinitives as LCS *vətaknŋnti, *vərgŋnti, *vyknŋnti (in agreement with Polanski and Sehnert 1967, s.vv.). However, the -nŋt- of these infinitives may just as well represent LCS *-ny- as *-ni-. Indeed, we can now argue that for comparative reasons *-ny- is to be preferred. This reconstruction does not require an ad hoc analogical explanation of dubious plausibility (along the lines of the hopeless attempts cited in sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3). And it allows the apparent Polabian dialect diversity in the Class I1 suffix -nŋt- to be tied in very simply with the other examples of the Late Common Slavic suffix variation *-ny- || *-nŋt-. It is evidence that some of the Slavic settlers who colonized the Lower Elbe area continued the same linguistic traditions as settlers in Upper Silesia, in Upper Lusatia, in the Eastern Alps, and in parts of Illyricum—traditions that very likely went back to a single circumscribed area in the Pre-Migration Common Slavic homeland.

3.0 The Slavic colonization of the west

If you plot the areas that have the archaic LCS *-ny- variant on a map of the Slavic-speaking territories, say, in the 800s, their distribution along the western margin of the Slavic world will look very much like an example of peripheral relic areas left unaffected by an otherwise general change. But we know these are not relic areas. They were settled by Slavs only during the Migrations, and this archaism must have been brought to the locations where we find it in modern times by the waves of Slavic settlers who colonized southern and central Europe in the 400–700s.

Until recently such a geographical distribution of a Slavic linguistic archaism would have been difficult to understand (cf. Schuster-Șec 1978: 447). But the gradual accumulation of archaeological data from the Early Middle Ages, as well as advances in their interpretation, have now made it possible to progress from the definition of areas colonized by the Slavs to the identification of the major routes by which Slavic cultural and linguistic traditions gradually spread across the Continent during this period. The map in figure 5 shows, perhaps not surprisingly, the importance for the Slavic Migrations of the ancient system of roads, which throughout Europe predominantly followed the courses of the rivers. The gradual spread of the
different Slavic house types plotted in figure 2 allows us to trace the Migration routes up the river Danube, upstream along its tributaries – the Sava and the Drava river systems – into Pannonia and Noricum, up the Morava to Upper Silesia; across the Bohemian Basin and through the Elbe River Gorge to the northern watershed of the Ore Mountains in Upper Lusatia; and beyond, down the Elbe to the eastern border regions of the later principality of Hannover, along the banks of the Lower Elbe.

**Figure 5. Slavic settlement routes in the 400–700s**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Legend:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>★ Semisubterranean houses with stoves. ○ Semisubterranean houses with open hearths. △ Other types of Slavic dwellings with open hearths. ▲ Above-ground houses. Cf. Baran 1990: 359. Vertical hatching marks the parkland transition between the forest zone and the steppe. The areas numbered 1–4 are discussed in sections 1.0, 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, respectively.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it turns out, the geographical distribution of the LCS *-ny-* variant in the four areas indicated on the map constitutes a remarkable linguistic corroboration of the archaeological record. One can trace the Migration routes back mentally, across the continental divide into Bohemia and Moravia, down the Danube to its lower course, and then northward, into the presumable Slavic homeland, to that (peripheral?) Common Slavic dialect area in which the change ECS *-nū-* > *-nū-n-* had not occurred when the Migrations began. Most likely this was somewhere in the present-day East Slavic language area, probably a relatively small region long since repopulated with speakers of *-n̞o-* dialects.

### 3.1 A sociolinguistic view of the *-ny-* - *-n̞o-* variation

It is reasonable, in such a mental experiment, to surmise that the colonists who hailed from this Common Slavic *-nū-* area – and their descendants as well, in some
locations, for generations – perceived the LCS *-ny-* variant as an index of their group identity. Conceivably, in the Slavic Migrations, *-ny-* forms were transported to many other places than the four regions we know of now along the same and other routes. In most localities where there was a *-ny-* - *-nq-* variation at the end of the period of territorial expansion, the *-ny-* forms were eliminated in favor of *-nq-* forms. Similarly we can suppose that *-nq-* forms at one time were known also in the communities of the four regions where *-ny-* reflexes are historically attested. But on the whole a consistent usage developed everywhere in the Slavic lands during the Middle Ages as smaller and larger communities little by little established uniform local and regional norms of usage. Although Polabian gives evidence of both the variants, this is not evidence of a synchronic *-ny-* - *-nq-* variation in eighteenth century Polabian, for the forms probably belonged to different local dialects. This is the case as well in the twentieth century Czech dialects of Upper Silesia. The picture appears different in Upper Sorbian, where our written documentation testifies to competing norms in the 1700–1800s. But perhaps this was a relatively new situation, brought about by the greater mobility generated by the social upheavals of the 1600s. If so, the increased contact among Sorbian dialects at the time would naturally motivate some leveling of previously established differences and in the process perhaps favor the attested generalization of *-ny-* forms.

The Serbo-Croatian data summarized in figure 3 should surely be interpreted as the final stage in such a process. The dialects with pattern (c) are likely original *-nu-* dialects that have adopted *-ni-* in the infinitive and 1-form. It is very characteristic that these dialects preserve *-nu-* in the past passive participles. These verbal adjectives are much more likely to be lexicalized and hence to preserve morphological archaisms, than are the infinitive and the finite 1-forms. This is particularly clear from the dialects characterized under (f); they have taken the final step of aligning the present tense with the Class IV conjugation, but they still retain the lexicalized, morphologically exceptional past passive participles in *-nu-. These details in the Serbo-Croatian data, which remain unexplained in the analogical account sketched by Lenček (cf. section 2.3) should be emphasized before we leave this topic. They show that the traditional theory, in trying to explain the Slovenian and Serbo-Croatian *-ni-* verbs as originating in a remodeling of the past passive participle, erred not only by looking for an analogical explanation where none was called for, but also by assuming relations of foundation in verbal paradigms which run counter to our experience with morphological change: participles are not usually 'leading forms', or 'formes de fondation' in Kuryłowicz's terminology (1949 [1960]), but on the contrary, more likely than finite forms and infinitives to be lexicalized and hence to exemplify earlier formation rules.

---

6 At the same time, as separate lexemes, deverbal adjectives can be borrowed without any adjustment to the productive verbal morphology of the borrowing language. It is notable that standard Slovenian has a few deverbal adjectives with *-nu-*: minuti 'past', poginuti 'deceased' (contrast miniti – minil 'past', poginuti – poginil 'perish'). These and some other lexemes with u for LCS *-o-* are also found in Slovenian dialects, including dialects with the *-no-* reflex of the Class II suffix. Ramošv considers a number of possible explanations for these, including borrowing from Serbo-Croatian (1936: 179–180).
3.2 Final outlook

A generation ago Trubačev observed that the Sorbian languages differ from their West Slavic neighbors and in significant respects have more in common with the Slavic south and east. The separateness of Upper and Lower Sorbian is observable, for example, in their specific Common Slavic lexical archaisms (Trubačev 1963), in their inherited craft terminology (Trubačev 1966), and in the striking absence in these languages of the narrowly West Slavic borrowings from Iranian, undoubtedly dating from the Common Slavic period, which are found in the Lechitic and Slovak-Czech regions (Trubačev 1967). Trubačev concluded that the Sorbian languages are basically southern or eastern, and that the superficial features by which they resemble Lechitic and Slovak-Czech result from what he called their “secondary occidentalization.”

Until recently it was difficult to imagine by what routes eastern or southern Slavs could have reached Lusatia to become the linguistic ancestors of the Sorbs, independently of the colonization of the Slovak-Czech and Lechitic lands, and Trubačev’s theory did not attract many followers. But the synthesis presented in Baran 1990 has made it clear how this was feasible and has provided the necessary non-linguistic grounding for Trubačev’s bold hypothesis. The peculiar relationship between Slovenian, Silesian Czech dialects, Upper Sorbian, and Polabian that is reflected in the data analysed in this study may not be as unique as it may seem at first blush. It certainly suggests that we should look more closely at those linguistic relations among the Slavs that correspond to the routes by which they settled the west.
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vine Hannover in po bregovih spodnje Labe. Miselno potujoč po teh poteh v obratni smeri, avtor predlaga, da je zgodnjepraslovanska oblika *-nū- bila morda značilna za nekdanja narečja na ozemlju današnjih vzhodnih Slovanov. To verjetno sorazmerno majhno področje je bilo že zdavnaj na novo poseljeno z govorci narečij z obliko *-nq-.

The Western South Slavic Contrast Sn. sah-ni-ti // SC sah-nu-ti

The paper reexamines the traditional explanation for the “idiosyncratic development” of the Common Slavic Class II verbs with the aorist and/or infinitive suffix -nq-, attested in OCS sachtsnti ‘dry’, P schnäct, R soxnut’, SC sahnut, but in Slovenian as sahniti. The peculiarity that gave rise to this development in Slovenian is generally thought to be simple analogy with the Class IV verbs, e.g., braniti ‘defend’. In the course of this reexamination, the author shows how the “idiosyncratic development,” once restated, fits in with data from other Slavic languages. Rather than proceeding from the assumption that the -nq- type was replaced by -ni-, the author demonstrates that it is reasonable to depart from a Common Slavic dialect difference -nq- // -ny- (< Early Common Slavic innovative *-nū-n- // archaic *-nū-), which probably had its origin in the period before the Slavic Migrations. These by-forms could thus have given rise to the variation that is found in the modern Slavic dialects. This variation was transported with the Slavs who colonized the Western South Slavic and West Slavic territories in the 400–700s and in turn gave rise to sociolinguistic competition between the alternatives in the following centuries. These findings are shown to correlate well with recent advances in the identification of the major routes of migration taken by the Slavs, which progressed up the Danube, into Pannonia and Noricum, up the Morava to Upper Silesia, across the Bohemian Basin and through the Elbe River Gorge to the Ore Mountains in Upper Lusatia; then beyond, down the Elbe to the eastern border regions of the later principality of Hannover and along the banks of the lower Elbe. Working back from these routes, the author suggests that the Early Common Slavic *-nū- forms may have characterized dialects somewhere in the present-day East Slavic language area, probably a relatively small region long since repopulated with speakers of *-nq- dialects.